
The Carey Guides
A Skill- and Tool-Based Training



The Guides Were Developed…
• To address specific criminogenic needs—particularly the four 

most influential—as well as case management issues that are 
common among offenders

• With cognitive behavioral theory in mind
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Cognitive Behavioral Interventions
(CBI)

• Research has demonstrated CBI (or CBT 
[cognitive behavioral therapy]) to be effective 
in changing the behavior of offenders over the 
long term

• These approaches teach offenders prosocial
thinking and behaviors, which they then practice 
and use in their day-to-day lives
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Sources: Andrews, 2007; Aos, Miller, & Drake, 2006; Landenberger & Lipsey, 2005; Lipsey & Landenberger, 2006; Lipsey, Landenberger, & Wilson, 2007



The Four Most Influential 
Criminogenic Needs

Criminogenic Need Response

Antisocial cognition Reduce antisocial cognition, recognize 
and change thinking and feeling 
patterns

Antisocial personality or 
temperament

Build problem solving, self-
management, anger management, 
and coping skills

Antisocial associates Reduce association with antisocial 
others, enhance contact with 
prosocial others

Family/marital Reduce conflict, build positive 
relationships and communication
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Source: Adapted from Andrews, 2007



The Other Four
Criminogenic Need Response

Substance abuse Reduce use, reduce the supports for 
alcohol/drug-using behavior, enhance 
alternatives to abuse

Employment Provide employment-seeking and job-
retention skills

Education Enhance performance rewards and 
satisfaction

Leisure and/or recreation Enhance involvement and satisfaction 
in prosocial activities
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Source: Adapted from Andrews, 2007



Why the Carey Guides?
• They help structure your one-on-one interactions with 

offenders and assist you in accomplishing a clear 
purpose/objective
• They are NOT an ADD-ON; they are HOW you spend your time 

with offenders
• This requires that you have, and spend, sufficient time with 

offenders
• They prevent you from wandering from subject to subject in 

your discussions with offenders
• They aid in your case planning and management
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The Carey Guide Tools
• Simple and easy to understand
• Designed for juveniles and adults, males and females 
• For both the precontemplative offender and the motivated
• Meant to be

• completed in one-on-one appointments with corrections 
professionals

• given as take-home assignments
• completed in the office prior to or after appointments
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Use the Guides with the 
Right Offenders

• Interventions such as the Carey Guides work best (i.e., are 
most likely to reduce recidivism) when we target medium and 
high risk offenders

• Low risk offenders might benefit from some of the Guide 
Tools; the Tools will likely help them become more aware and 
skilled but not less likely to commit future illegal acts
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Multiple Tools Per Guide

Tool # Designed To…

Initial tools (1st–2nd) • Assess thoughts, beliefs, choices, 
and actions

• Raise awareness and increase 
motivation

Middle tools (2nd–3rd) • Help offenders
- Consider options
- Make different choices 
- Develop action plans
- Learn and practice new skills

Late tools (4th–5th)
(if included)

• Prevent relapse
• Reassess strategies that aren’t 

working
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Carey Guides are designed 
to be used in three ways
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#1: As a Stand-Alone Intervention
When offenders:
• Can’t get into a program

(due to lack of availability, time constraints, fees, etc.)
• Don’t appreciate why they need a program (i.e., to prepare 

them for a referral)
• Use the Guides as a motivation enhancement 

technique/precontemplative primer
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#2: As a Reinforcement of Other 
Program Interventions

When:
• Offenders have graduated from a program that addressed a 

criminogenic need
• Guide work can reinforce the learning

• You want to know whether offenders have learned or are 
learning from program participation

• Offenders attended a program but didn’t complete it and still 
need to learn new skills
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#3: As an Ad Hoc Intervention When a 
Problematic Attitude or Behavior Emerges

When offenders:
• Have an event that exposes a thinking error or skill deficit 
• Have an issue that is related to a criminogenic need
• Are in violation of a rule, or a pattern is emerging that could 

result in an infraction

Look for teachable moments!
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1st Edition Carey Guides Sequencing Chart1,2
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1 Assumes a 12–18 month period. 
2 The What Makes an Effective Corrections Professional? Guide is not listed in the sequencing chart. Review this Guide first if you are a first-time Carey Guide user.
3 It is recommended that this Guide be used first with all offenders.
4 Especially for the corrections professional who feels challenged when conducting practice sessions with offenders.

* Use the Reentry Guide for individuals who are nearing release or have just been released to the community, and for those preparing to be released from the justice system.


		During this Time Period …

		When the Goal Is to …

		Use One or More of These Blue Guides:

		Use One or More of These Red Guides:

		Consider Using These Red Guides for Special Focus Areas:



		The first 60–90 days 

		· Build rapport

· Establish expectations

· Create a roadmap for case management

· Prevent violation behavior

		· Your Guide to Success3





		· Case Planning

· Maximizing Strengths

· Motivating Offenders to Change

· Responsivity

· Responding to Violations

· Rewards and Sanctions

		· Behavioral Techniques4

· Female Offenders

· Reentry*

· Violence and Lethality



		Months 3–6

		· Use skill practice to address core criminogenic needs

		· Anger

· Antisocial Peers

· Antisocial Thinking

· Overcoming Family Challenges

· Substance Abuse

		· Dosage and Intensity

· Engaging Prosocial Others



		· Co-occurring Disorders

· Drug Dealers

· Impaired Driving

· Intimate Partner Violence

· Managing Sex Offenders

· Mental Health

· Meth Users



		Months 7–12

		· Expand skill practice to other areas

		· Emotional Regulation

· Empathy

· Interpersonal Skills

· Moral Reasoning

· Problem Solving

· Prosocial Leisure Activities

		

		



		Months 13–18 (transition to release)

		· Build family support, stabilize living environment, prepare for independence

		

		· Involving Families 

· Reentry*

		









2nd Edition Carey Guides Sequencing Chart1,2
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1 Assumes a 12–18 month period. 
2 The What Makes an Effective Corrections Professional? Guide is not listed in the sequencing chart. Review this Guide first if you are a first-time Carey Guide user.
3 It is recommended that this Guide be used first with all offenders.
4 Especially for the corrections professional who feels challenged when conducting practice sessions with offenders.

* Use the Reentry Guide for individuals who are nearing release or have just been released to the community, and for those preparing to be released from the justice system.


		During this Time Period …

		When the Goal is to …

		Use One or More of These Blue Guides:

		Use One or More of These Red Guides:

		Consider Using These Red Guides for Special Focus Areas:



		The first 60–90 days 

		· Build rapport

· Establish expectations

· Create a roadmap for case management

· Prevent violation behavior

		· Your Guide to Success3





		· Case Planning

· Maximizing Strengths

· Motivating Offenders to Change

· Responsivity

· Responding to Violations

· Rewards and Sanctions

		· Behavioral Techniques4

· Female Offenders

· Reentry*

· Violence and Lethality



		Months 3–6

		· Use skill practice to address core criminogenic needs

		· Anger

· Antisocial Associates

· Antisocial Thinking

· Engaging Prosocial Others

· Overcoming Family Challenges

· Substance Abuse

		· Dosage and Intensity



		· Co-occurring Disorders

· Drug Dealers

· Impaired Driving

· Intimate Partner Violence

· Managing Sex Offenders

· Mental Health

· Meth Users



		Months 7–12

		· Expand skill practice to other areas

		· Emotional Regulation

· Empathy

· Interpersonal Skills

· Moral Reasoning

· Problem Solving

· Prosocial Leisure Activities

· Involving Families

		

		



		Months 13–18 (transition to release)

		· Build family support, stabilize living environment, prepare for independence

		

		· Reentry*

		









The Guides
Blue Guides:

Criminogenic Needs
Red Guides:

Case Management Issues
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Using the Carey Blue Guides: 
Criminogenic Needs
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Using the Carey Red Guides: 
Effective Case Management
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Exercise:
Guide Review & Report-Out

• Name of Guide
• Focus (problem or issue Guide is designed to address)
• Persons you think this Guide would be suitable for
• The Tools: how many, what activities they include, what their 

purpose is
• Concerns with the guide
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Lack of Cooperation



Exercise:
Lack of Cooperation

1. Working at your table with your group, discuss the following 
three scenarios and agree on three effective strategies to 
address each:

• Scenario 1: Offender resists working with you on Tools
• Scenario 2: Offender agrees to work with you on Tools but resists 

skill practice portions
• Scenario 3: Offender does not complete take-home assignments

2. Record your strategies on a flipchart
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Tips:
Lack of Cooperation

• Establish the tone and expectations on day 
one: “This is what our work together will be like….”

• Elicit change talk and ask offenders how not cooperating will 
help/not help them reach their goal, even if their goal is “to 
keep the justice system from interfering with my life”

• Find the hook (goal or incentive)
• At some point, you may need to back off and discuss 

consequences (but keep the door open)
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